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Good Evening to our Spencer-Owen Families, 

 

The Owen County Health Department announced today the following regarding the mask mandate for the Spencer-

Owen Community Schools, 

 

 

COVID Response   8-16-21 

1.  When concerns regarding a mask mandate were expressed to me I was not aware that the school 

board had unanimously declined that option and to my chagrin I did not make the effort to find that 

out and did not have that data to factor into my decision.  That oversight is mine.  I express my regret 

to the school board as a duly elected administrative body and offer an apology to each board member 

for any appearance of disrespect, none was intended. 

2. Regarding the Covid/Mask discussion there is copious information and multiple interpretations; the 

Indiana Department of Health does recommend a mask for schools.  The temporary mask mandate 

was intended to limit school place exposure in August and reduce contact quarantines.  So far 

masking has reduced the number of students traced by ½ according to school nurses. 

3. However, the benefits of the mandate seem to be outweighed by negative consequences.         

Necessary health department functions are delayed by excess calls and e mails.   The passion and 

anger of Owen County residents is acknowledged with respect and an intent that it stays with me and 

not be reflected back or focused elsewhere.   I apologize for any actions which apparently contributed 

to the need for some to attack me personally; I wish for them and for all of our community a 

willingness to act and react from a place of healing, health and forgiveness. 

4.  I want to applaud and thank the staff of the Health Department and the School Nurse team for their 

dedication throughout this process.  Testing and vaccinations will continue as scheduled.  In the 

school contact tracing and quarantines will be according to state guidelines. 

5. School has been opened for 2 weeks and the period of contagion for those returning from summer 

travel is past.  Therefore, it is my impression that in this county the greater good will be served by 

resuming the mask option previously approved by the school board.  

6. I will continue to work for optimal public health in the community.   God’s blessings to all. 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                             Respectfully, Diane Wells, M.D. 

The School Corporation’s Re-Entry plan will be monitored and close contact and quarantine data will be reviewed 

daily.  We will continue to do our best to balance the academic and safety needs of our students and staff while 

implementing the original plan.  Continue to be on the lookout for additional information regarding the Indiana State 

Health Department close contact and quarantining protocols that must continue to be followed.  As a reminder, the 

Federal mandate for masks on the school buses remains in effect until it’s expiration or renewal.  Mask use in the 

school buildings now reverts to the optional status afforded to students and staff, if so desired. 

 

Thank you and have a good evening. 

 
Andy Cline 
 

Andy Cline,  

Superintendent of Schools 


